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Learning behind bars
_
SCSU p-rovid~~-college courses
for correctional facility inmates
The first thing you notice is that it's
quiet. Very quiet.
Silent sunlight gauzes tables,
tiles, backs of young men leaning
over books. A murmur comes from
the classroom down the hall. That's
all.
But the cellhouse, the cellhouse
is noise. A well of noise, where
radios, televisions, voices blare.
Some inmates complain of tinnitus-continual ringing of the ears--from
living in _the well.
Up here on the th~rd f.loor of the
Education Wing, which houses the
Higher Education Program at the
Minnesota Correctional Facility-St.
Cloud, things are low-key, "mellow."
The subdued atmosphere, emphasis ·
on learning, and adherence to a
value system that is quite unlike the
code down in the cellhouse combine to create a small world in
which inmates can begin to think
differently about themselves.
"We've had some real suc;cesses,"
says supervisor Robert Olesen of
the more than 700 men who have
passed through the prison 's Higher
Education Program. "Some go on to
complete bachelor's degrees on the
outside, a few have even tried law
, school. In fact, one did become a
lawyer.
"But we take no credit, of course,
for what men do with their lives
after they leave," he adds. " All we
can do is provide a climate while
they .are here to he lp them develop
skills which will be useful in
society. "
Although only the brightest and
most highly motivated members of
the prison popuJation are admitted
to the program , Olesen emphasizes
that participation is no g_uqiantee of
success on the outside. It can , however, make time on the inside
bearable, and even beneficial , for
individuals who are serious about
going straight.
" A student who can get into the
Higher Education Program can
manage to avoid the more brutalizing aspects of prison life," Olesen
feels . It is a life characterized by
macho behavior, deadening routine,
and the ever-present potential for
violence.
Alan Hnatko, the project's
academic and vocational counselor,
adds that .the Higher Education Program is concerned with more than
simple refuge. "This program allows
people to begin to reclassify themselves, " explains Hnatko, who, like
Olesen , is an SCSU faculty member
who works full-time at the prison.
, He also is a 1977 SCSU master of
science graduate in rehabilitation
counseling.
" I've seen people come in here
who couldn't even look at me
because they felt that something

During 1981-82, 14 associate
degrees and three bachelor's
degrees were awarded, Olesen says.
Last year 11 associate degrees were
completed.
Initiated in 1969 as Project
Newgate, the Higher Education Program was the first, and remains the
largest, of higher education programs at Minnesota prisons. Others
are at Lino Lakes, Stillwater, Willow
River and Shakopee. Funding is from
"the State Legislature by way of the
Department of Corrections.
Although Newgate students could
have their sentenc_es reduced by at- ~
tending school, participation in the
Higher Education Program has no effect on time served, a policy which
is statewide since Minnesota went
to "determinant sentencing" (time
sentenced generally equals time
served, regardless of involvement in
~~c::.......::, treatment or epucation programs).
Alan Hnatko, left, and Robert Olesen are resident staff members for SCSU's Higher
The program has undergone other
Education Program at the Minnesota Correctional Facility-St. Cloud. Olesen serves changes since Olesen became superas supervisor and Hnatko is academic and vocational counselor.
visor in 1975, primarily in added struc,
ture and an increased sense of aulike college was simply unattainscores, behavioral problems or a
thority for resident staff members
able," Hnatko relates. "But this
(Olesen and Hnatko) and regular SCSU
change in goals--the same reasons
place can -offer a basis for success,
why many "regular" university
faculty members who agree to teach
an opportunity to build self-esteem
students who are low on motivation "extension courses" at the prison
and, we hope, reduce the chances of and self-confidence do not complete through the university's School of
re-incarceration."
degrees.
Graduate and Continuing Studies.
The Minnesota Correctional
· If an inmate can survive the first
"I make it clear to the students
Facility-St. Cloud, which Olesen
quarter, however, chances of comthat one faculty member is more imdescribes an " an extremely well-run " pletion are very good, according to
portant to me than the whole class,"
medium-security prison , houses
Olesen . He may earn a maximum of Olesen explains. " I tell them plainly:
about 628 men. Of that number, 28
96 c·redits in a two-year degree pro'You I can replace.' The students
or 30 are involved in the Higher
gram: either associate of arts or
know that if they mess up, they'll be
Education Program each quarter.
immediately dropped from the pro- ·
associate of elective studies .
The average age is 19 or 20. Classes Students who wish to continue
gram, and they can go sit in their
- meet from 8:30 a.m . to 3:30 p.m.
.cells again.''
toward a bachelor's degree may do
each day, and attendance is
so at tt:ieir own expense on an
Because the division of authority
mandatory.
indep~ndent-study basis.
is clear, and because there is conParticipation is considered a
(continued, page 2)
choice "work assignme.nt" for those
able to meet the admissions requirements, which include having a
high school degree or _
equivalent,
scoring well on a standardized
academic aptitude test, and having a
good record of institutional behavior.
Individuals who desire selfimprovement but do not meet the
requirements may take advantage of
other educational services and options at the prison: remedial programs, high school , adult basic
education , and offerings through the
learning resources center.
Tests show that student inmates
are just as intelligent--if not more
intelligent--than many college
students on the outside . Many inmates maintain a " B" average. " Aptitude is not the problem ," points
out Hnatko. " Motivation is. They ,..re
used to failing.'' · And some continue to fail in the
program. Of approximately 12 new
students admitted each quarter,
about six will drop out because of
Dr. George Yoos, SCSU professor of philosophy, helps an inmate-student as he
unfinished assignments, poor test
conducts a class at the Minnesota Correctional Facility-St. Cloud.
1

French connection. Four French unive'rsity professors visited SCSU in October
to meet faculty members and administrators and discuss student exchange programs. Th_e guests, all from the Universite
des Sciences Sociales de Toulouse, were:
Pierre Spiteri, Francis Costa, B_ernard
Plagnet and Alain Couret. Host for the
group was Dr. James Marmas, dean of the
College of Business, who visited the
French institution last spring.

Surgical seminar. A seminar for health
care professionals titled "Plastlc and
Reconstructive Surgery: Latest Developments and Techniques" will be cosponsored by SCSU's Health Services
Of_fice from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Feb.
. 15 in Atwood Center. Topics will include
facial and breast reconstruction and
psychological aspects of boqy image.
Cost is $45. Register by Feb. 8 through
the Continuing Studies Office, (612)
255-3081.

What participants say about unusual program
learning, cont'd
siderable peer pressure to keep the
program available, behavioral problems are rare. "To my knowledge, an
incident has never happened in front
of a faculty member;" says Olesen.
The real problem for professors,
rather than the threat of physical
danger, might be remembering the
multitude of prison rules, or perhaps
fighting a temptation to compromise
academic standards for the benefit
of the -inmates.
"Some faculty might be inclined
to be too sympathetic, to grade
more easily or simplify the material,"
Olesen explains. During one-to-one
orientation sessions with faculty
members before the start of the
quarter, he emphasizes that the program is not to be a watered-down
version of "real" university offerings.
It can survive only if courses are the
same as those on campus--taught
the same, graded the same, he
i,nsists.
In addition to "shopping" for
·faculty mem_
bers with special areas
of -expertise, Olesen draws from a
large pool of returning faculty,
although many teach the prison
courses on "overload" in addition to
a full schedule of regular classes.
He adds that many of the universi- ,
ty's best professors have taught at _
the prison, including department
chairpersons.
/
:
During the past three years, nearly
40 SCSU faculty members have been
on the teaching staff. Recent
teachers included Dr. George Yoos,
who taught philosophy; Dr. John
Murphy, sociology; Dr. Len Soroka,
earth sciences; Marilyn Jensen, psychology; and Dr. James W. Johnson,
trigonometry.
The "longevity award" goes to
Johnson, who has hardly missed a
quarter since 1969. His increasinglypopular computer courses reflect a
shift in student interest from areas
such as ·counseling and sociology to
computing and "hard" sciences. The
prison has two computers for instructional use.
Of the hundreds of men over the
years for whom Olesen and Hnatko
have been guides, counselors, supervisors, educators and friends, only
two dramatically "dropped out" of
the Higher Education Program. · According to Olesen, the pair
decided to saw through the bars and
"drop out" of a third floor Education
Wing window in an ill-planned
escape attempt.
"One guy broke both ankles when
he hit the ground," Olesen relates.
"Th·e guards got him right away."
The second inmate's ·dash for freedom lasted slightly longer--about five
minutes. He made it to the road and
began thumbing a ride. He got one-from the facility's superintendent.
2

"When I'm up here, it 's like I'm no longer in prison. I can get
away from the inmate thinking. I've really developed a different
outlook on life because of the college courses I've taken. If I
h~dn't been in the higher ed program, I'd be a lot more worried
about getting out."

,,.

Parents establish
scholarship fund ,
to h9nor daughter .

-Inmate, completing 41
months for aggravated
robbery.

"I feel that teaching in the program has made me a better
criminal justice educator. I've spent a lot of time riding with
police officers. Working with inmates exposed me to a different
end of the spectrum. Certainly the Higher Education Program has
tough admissions requirements. You have to be convicted of a
felony in order to get in."
-Dr. F. Barry Schreiber,
taught "Survey of Criminal
Justice," spring 1983.

"The most important thing I've gained from the higher ed program is a sense of direction and stability. Until I got into this
program, I didn't have the slightest idea of what I wanted to do
with my life. Now I have goals. When I get out, I plan to go to
school full-time in sociology or psychology and work part-time.
That reduces my chances of failing in the streets and ending .up
back here."
-Inmate, just released after
serving two years on two
counts of armed robbery.

Susan Lynn Webb

An endowed scholarship fund has
been ~§tablis~ed at SCSU by
William and Joan Webb, Shoreview, in memory of their daughter,
Susan Lynn Webb, former SCSU
student who died as the result of
an automobile accident in 1982.
The $25,000 gift to the SCSU
Foundation will provide two $1,000
scholarships annually to incoming
freshmen with high academic
potential and leadership skills.
Applications are now being
accepted for the first scholarships,
to be used during the 1984-85
academic year. Applicants should
contact the SCSU Admis-sions
Office for information.
Donations to Jhe •fund may be
sent to: Development Office, St.
Cloud State University, St. Cloud,
MN 56301. Checks should be made
payable to St. Cloud State University Foundatio·n.
Susan Webb attended SCSU
from 1979 until her death. She had
been accepted as a photographic
engineering technology major.
Arrangements for the scholarship fund were made by Rose
Moran, SCSU acting assistant
director of development.

"I've really enjoyed teaching in the program. If I have another
opportunity, I'd like to return. Working with that population provides
a unique perspective on the subject matter. Being a women hasn't
been a problem. I've felt very comfortable."
-Marilyn Jensen, taught
"Addictive· Behavior,"
fall 1983.

"It's an excellent program--/ can't say enough about it. It's a goalor,ented program, a light at the end of the tunnel. It got me started
in university studies, which is something I wouldn't have done
otherwise."
-SCSU criminal justice major,
released in 1981 ·a tter serving
six-and-a-half years for aggravated assault and aggravated
robbery.
·

"I'm ·a ninth grade drop-out, but I got my GED (high school equivalency) in 1976. When I complete this program I plan to work toward
a degree in biology."
~Inmate, serving seven years
for attempted first-degree
murder.

"I really enjoy working with the inmates. The reason I keep going
back is that I feel, througfJ. the program, I'm making some contribution to society. "
·
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-Dr. Jaines W. Johnson, has
taught mathematics and
computer science in the
program since 1969.
1
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Economic impact_
SCSU-related _spending totals
$120 million in St. Cloud area
In addition to its educational and
cultural benefits, how much does
SCSU contribute to the economy
of the St . Cloud area?
Last year, nearly $120 million.
That 's the estimated economic
impact of all university-related
spending , according to a .s tudy
conducted by Dr. Mark Lange ,
SCSU associ?te professor of
economics. It represents an increase of $45 million since 1979,
when he conducted a similar
study.
Lange identified four primary
sources of spending at area
•
business firms for goods and services: faculty and staff members,
$10.8 million; students, $33.3
million; the institution, $7 million;
and visitors, $5.4 million.
This total of $56.5 million in
direct local spending is more than
doubled when formulas are applied
to calculate the "second round"
effects of local purchases in support of university-related spending
and local business volume due to
income from such spending.
The study also estimates that
5,926 jobs in the St. Cloud · area
"are allocable to the university's
presence. " The figure includes
1,006 SCSU employees and 4,920
jobs in the St. Cloud area that
would not be needed of the institution were not located in St.
Cloud.
Lange calculated, that the university's presence accounts for 18
percent of St. Cloud area jobs, 16
percent of local personal income,
and 14 percent of local business
volume.
The economic impact of .the
university provides long-range as
well as short-range benefits to
residents of the St. Cloud area, the
report concludes.
"Individuals in any market or economy are made better-off
whenever there exists a wider
variety of goods and services from
which to choose," Lange observes.
" The substantial increase in
business volume due to universityrelated spending undoubtedly
brings into existence a much wider
variety of goods and services than
would otherwise occur. This
further strengthens St. Cloud's
position as· a ret-ai I and wholesale
center. "
Procedures used by Lange in_
reaching his spending estimates
were developed by the American
Council on Education. They have
been used to determine economic
impact by other educational institutions, including the University of
Virginia, University of Florida and
Ohio State University.
For more information about the
SCSU study, contact Lange at (612)
255-4209.
,

Trading ideas. Helping Minnesota's small businesses benefit from international trade was the
objective of a two-part seminar Oct. 17 and Nov.
4 at SCSU. Topics included the basics of doing
business abroad , risk management, pricing and
market opportunities. Among the speakers
were Evelyn Sprada, president of the World
Trade Association , William Dietrich , special
trade representative for Govern·or Rudy Perpich ,
and Sergej Schachowskoj, director of information for the Minnesota Trade Office. Coordinator was Dr. Jay Vora, SCSU professor of management and finance.

-

December
13 Choral Concert: Jazz by For
Singers Only, 8 p.m. , Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
15 H·oliday Concert: St. Paul
Chamber Orchestra and SCSU
Concert Choir, 8 p.m., .Stewart
Hall Auditorium. Tickets,·
255-2205.
7-23 Art Exhibit: Sculpture by Stan
Shafer, Kiehle Visual Arts Center
Gallery.
19 Coffeehouse Christmas: Claudia
Schmidt and friends, 7:30 p.m.,
Stewart Hall Auditorium. Tickets ,
255-2205.
20 Theatre Benefit: Reading of Dylan
Thomas' " A Child's Christmas in
Wales" by Dr. Bruce Sweet, 7
p.m ., Performing Arts Center
Stage I. Tickets, 255-3229. 21 Christmas Musicale: SCSU 's
orchestras, band, choirs and jazz
ensemble, 11':45 a.m.-1 p.m .,
Atwood Ballroom.
January
4-25 Art Exhibit: Mixed-media by Tom
Debiaso, Kiehle Visual Arts
Center Gallery.
9 Speaker: P.J. O'Rourke, former
National Lampoon editor, 8 p.m .,
Stewart Hall Auditorium.
16 King Commemoration: Martin ·
Luther King Birthday Celebration ,
7:30 p.m., Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
25-28, Theatre: Jean-Paul Sartre's
30- " The Flies," 8 p.m ., Performing
Feb. Arts Center Stage II. Tickets,
1 255-3229.
•
\
February
The construction of Norwest Center, a business building in downtown St. Cloud,
. .
.
relates to Dr. Mark Lange's study of the economic impact of SCSU.
1- Photo Exh1b1t: Images by David
Mar. Goldes, Kiehle Visuar Arts
2 Center Gallery.
7 Faculty Recital: Cellist Debra
assistant director of the Center for
Munn and clarinetist Dr. R.
Jewish Studies, City University of
Dennis Layne, 8 p.m., Performing"
New York.
Arts Center Recital Hall.
·
Jan. 12--" 'We Steal to Make
11 Concert: SCSU and High School
Band Festival, 4 p.m., Stewart
Friends': Poetics and Performance in
Hall Auditorium.
the Cretan Mountains" by Dr. Michael
Anthropologists, folklorists and
13 Faculty Recital: Pianist Mary
Herzfeld, associate professor of anphilosophers from some of the naBeth Molenaar, 8 p.m., Performthropology at Indiana University.
tion 's leading universities are ining Arts Center Recital Hall.
Feb. 2--"Forgotten Wealth: Reflecvolved in a cultural anthropology
1"4· Valentine's Day Concert: SCSU
tions of the Meaning of Cloth" by
series at SCSU titled "Humanity as
Concert Choir, 8 p.m., Stewart
Dr. Annette Weiner, anthropology
Creator: The Creation of Meaning."
Hall Auditorium.
This is the fifth consecutive year
professor at New York University.
15-18, Theatre: William Shakespeare 's
that SCSU has sponsored the
Other programs will be _March 22,
20-21 " Twelfth Night, " 8 p.m. , Per"Humanity as Creator" series.
April 5 and 26, and May 10. Funding
forming Arts Center Stage I. 21 Winter Concert i SCSU orchestra
Designed for general audiences, the is provided by the Minnesota
and choirs , 8 p.m., Stewart Hall
Humanities Commission in cooperafree public lectures begin at 8 p.m.
Auditorium.
in the Mathematics and Sc,ience
· tion with the National Endowment
23 Winter Winds Concert: SCSU
Center Auditorium . Each program in- for the Humanities, the Minnesota
Concert and Symphony Bands, 8
Legislature, and the SCSU College
cludes a formal address, questionp.m., Stewart Hall Auditorium.

__.

'Creator' series
features lectures
by anthropologists

and-answer session and reception at of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Series coordinator is Dr. Robert
the Hatcher Museum of AnthroLavenda, SCSU assistant professor
pology in Stewart Hall.
of sociology, anthropology and
Presentations this winter will be:
social work. For a brochure describDec. 8--"The Concept of Heroism
ing the entire series, call Lavenda at
in Modern Israel: Masada and Bar
(612) 255-3034 or 255-2294.
Kochba" by Dr. Yael Zerubavel ,

To confirm events or obtain more
information, call SCSU's Information
Services Office weekdays during office
hours at (612) 255-3151 . For a schedule
of sports events, write or call the
Sports Information Office, 255-2141.
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Outstanding ·students

I

Six chosen for ' achievements
in new-r_
ecognition program

&
Susan Bryan

Paul Goering

Laura Lind

Patricia Murphy

Terri Theis

a $1-,000 grant which is part of a
What makes a student outstanding? Minnesota Special Olympics, and
worked summers at Camp Friendthree-year ~ward from the National
A 4.0 grade point average? InvolveEndowment for the Humanities to
ment in campus and community ac- ship, a program for the disabled.
a group of universities and comtivities? High ideals, and even higher • Patricia Murphy, a speech community colleges in western anp
munication major from Birchwood.
personal goals? The answer: All of
west-central Minnesota. Title of
_the above.
Murphy's record includes terms as
the program is "Improving Access
This fall a new Tri -College Recog- an officer for her residence hall
to the Humanities in Rural
nition Program was initiated by
council, as well as involvement in
Minnesota."
SCSU , the College of St. Benedict ,
SCSU Folkdancers and University
Receiving grants undedhe same
Program Board. She recently internSt. John 's University and the St.
program earlier this year were Dr.
Cloud Area Chamber of Commerce
ed at the Minnesota Housing
Richard Lewis, History Department
in an effort to identify and honor
Finance Agency, where she is now
chairperson, and Dr. Joseph
employed part-time.
outstanding students on the three
Young , associate professor of
-campuses.
·• Terri Theis, ju ni or from Buffalo
English.
Six students from 27 appli cants at majoring -in biomedical science and
Lewis is developing videotapes
SCSU were selected by an allchemistry. Theis is curriculum c~airfor a teleconference course titled
university committee. Three we re
person for the SCSU Honors Pro" Topics in World Hi-story--Scandich osen at each of the other two ingram Executive Council , assists Dr.
nav.ia" which will survey 'the history
stitutions. The 12 were honored at
Charles Rehwaldt with a human
the Chamber's annual meeting . Nov. genetics research project, is a health of Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
Young is producing audiotapes
1 in St. Cloud . They will receive
advocate in the Lifestyle Awareness
and video cassettes on European
other forms of recognit ion on each
Program , and is an indoor track
authors which can be used in a
campus, in the commun ity and in
record-holder.
teleconference or extension
their hometowns.
• Roger Zetah, senior from Motley
format.
In addition to ranking in the top 2 majoring · in accounting. Zetah was
percen.Cof their colleges academiselected as one of the top juniors in
cally, SCSU 's applicants all showed the Upper Midwest by a "Big Eight"
remarkable commitment, motivation · accounting firm , where he will intern
and zest for living.
this winter. He is a member of SCSU
Of that group, the following six
College Republicans and the Acwere chosen as student leaders who counting Club, representing his
combine high scholastic achievedepartment at receptions for high
school students.
ment with volunteer leadership and
Next summer, you may not get any
The next four contenders for the
involvement in school and commufarther away from home than the
recognition program were: Tim
. nity activities. They-are:
city p~rk, a nearby lake, or even your
• Susan Bryan, senior from White
Johnson, finance major from Fergus
own backyard.
Bear Lake majoring in biological
Falls; Lori Ulland, elementary educaOr ... 'next summer you could
sciences and Spanish. She is a
tion major from New Hope; St.
have travel experiences that you 'll
Spanish tutor, chairperson of the
Cloud resident Sharron Frey, a major
remember for a lifetime.
Biology Club, member of Phi Kappa in elementary education and reading;
Why not go for the memories--with
Phi National Honor Society. She also and Susan Kelly, also from St.
some help from SCSU?
·
received a scho_larship to study in
Cloud , who is a bachelor of elective
Reservations are still being
Costa Rica this winter.
studies (BES) major with emphasis
accepted for three low-cost educa• Paul Goering, senior from St.
in marketing.
tional tours that will have parCloud majoring in biomedical
ticipants traveling mountain roads
science. He is vice president of the
and
jungle paths, photographing
campus Phi Kappa Phi chapter, has
busbies (those bearskin hats worn
volunteered in the St. Cloud
_ by British guardsmen) and boobies
Hospital emergency room, and is
(the birds), and making friends with
presently employed as a chemical
people who were once remote.
dependency technician and a reserve Computer-assisted learning
The three options are:
modules
on
logical
skills
will
soon
police officer in St. Cloud.
be available to beginning philoso" Ecuador and the Galapagos
• Laura Lind, a special education
major, also from St. Cloud. Li.nd has phy students in rural areas , thanks Islands, " June 5-21 , which includes
been an active leader for 10 years in to the efforts of Dr. George Yoos·, a five-day cruise of the exotic
SCSU Philosophy Department
islands where unusual plants and
the Minnesota Association for
chairpe rson .
animals can be observed at close
Retarded Citizens . She also h,as
Yoos ' development of the exten- range . Stops include Quito, the ,
been an officer for the Council for
Exceptional Children, volunteered for sion course is being supported by " Avenue of the Volcanoes " in -the

ReservaUons now
being accepted for
educational tours

Professors devise
. new learning tools

4

Roger Zetah

spectacular Andes,. and the Temple
of the Sun at Cuenca. Cost is approximately $2,075.
"Ethiopia and Kenya," July 29Aug. 16, which emphasizes personto-person contacts with African professionals working in areas similar
to those of tour members. The ·
itinerary inc;:ludes exciting Nairobi , ·
the animal herds of Amboseli Game
Park, the Old Town section of Mombasa, Addis Ababa, Great Blue Nile
Falls, Gondar's ancient castles and
monasteries, and Aksum , home of
the Queen of Sheba. Approximate
cost is $2,990.
" Great Britain Theatre and Music
Tour," Aug. 10-24, which includes
Edinbu rgh and the Scottish Highlands. Activities include atteodance
at a play in London 's famous West
End , plus performances by the
Nati onal Theatre and tbe Royal
Shakespeare Theatre in. Stratfordupon-Avon . Three nights at historic
Alnwick Castle will precede a tour of
Edinburgh, where both ari interna- ,
tional music festival and military
tatoo will be in full swing. Cost will
be about $1,860. An optional five-day
tour of Southern Ireland also is
available beginning Aug. 25.
Prices include round trip airfare
from Minneapolis, accommodations
and some meals. They are subject to
adjustment.
For .tour details, contact the Office
of Continuing Studies, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN
56301. Phone (612) 25~-3081.

President leads
trade delegation
SCSU President Brendan J.
McDonald was the leader of an official Minnesota trade delegation to
Europe in September.
Twenty-two representatives of St.
Cloud area businesses and industries traveled to England , Belgium
and France to establish ties with international companies. They also
met with government officials.
Governor Rudy Perpich designated
the trip as an official trade mission
for the state although participants
paid . their own expenses.

r

Saving young lives
Program helps-teenagers learn ·
to separate drinking from driving
It's 1 o'clock Sunday morning. The
bars are closing, the parties are
beginning to break up. The drunks
--many of them in their teens--are
unsteadily making their ways to
their cars, searching for ·the keys.
Will the drunken drivers make it
home safely? Over half of all
crashes in which teenagers die are ·
alcohol-involved.
Will they be stopped by the
police? Chances are 2,000 to one
nationally, 300 to one in Minnesota.
Will they be arrested for driving
while intoxicated? Of the 600,000
persons driving in Minnesota on
any given wekend, about 100,000
will at some point be legally intoxicated or alcohol-impaired. About
100 drivers will be arrested.
In the last 10 years, more than a
quarter Qf a million people have
died in America because of drunk
drivers. Yet each day there are
more drunk drivers--out of control
drivers--on the roads. Many of
.them are under 20 years old.
The solution to the problem is
three-fold: stiff laws, tough enforcement, and education.
"We must educate people early
in life on the dangers of drinking
and driving," says Dr. John Palmer,
SCSU assistant professor of driver
education and safety. " They need
both information and ·an opportunity to discuss feelings and values.
" The records show that
teenage rs today start drinking at
about the age of 13. By age 15,
even before they are old enough
for a driver's license, they have
already made a choice: either they
are drinkers or no,n-drinkers."
To help Minnesota's young
people make well-founded decisions regarding alcohol use and
driving, Palmer has developed
"The Control Factor," a federallyfunded program which trains
selected , hi-gh sch op I students to
educate their peers using printed
materials, slides and videotapes.
The peer educators attend a
one-day workshop led by Palmer
which prepares them to conduct
three 50-minute sessions on drinking/driving in their high schools-often in a driver education or
health class.
Palmer says that he emphasizes
the social and cultural, as well as
the legal, implications of drinking
and driving , and encourages
students to practice decisionmaking techniques. ("You are
invited to a party Friday night
where you know there will be a lot
of drinking. What can you do in
advance to minimize the danger of
a car accident? What can you do
during the party? After?"}
The only program of its kind in
the nation, "The Control Factor" is

The sound of music. The world-famous
St . Paul Chamber Orchestra and the
SCSU Concert Choir will present a Holiday Concert at 8 p.m. Dec. 15 in Stewart
Hall Auditorium. Orchestra conductor is
John Curry and choir director is Thomas
Rossin, SCSU assistant professor of
. music. Tickets are $10 for the public and .
$8 for children, non-SCSU students,
senior citizens and SCSU alumni. SCSU
students will be admitted for $6. For
information, call University Program
Board at (612) 255-2205.

now in its third year. It has involved more than 8,000 Minnesota
teenagers.
"SCSU, through its Center for
Driver Education and Safety, has a
long history of educating driving
instructors on the dangers of
combining alcohol with driving,"
Palmer explains. "They, in turn,
pass that information along to
t heir classes. What was missing
was direct contact, students with
St!Jdents.
"National studies have shown
that the greatest potential for in-·
fluencing teenagers is through
positive peer pressure. That is what
'The Control Factor' is all about."
For more information ~bout the
program, contact Palmer at (612}
255-4251.

Sophomore Teresa Shirley, Minneapolis, and her father, Marvin, use an on-line
terminal to obtain information at scsu•~ Learning Resources Center during Parents'
Day Nov. 5. Coordinated by the Development Office, the event included campus tours,
planetarium shows, luncheon, football game and theatre production. The objective
was to help parents of students lear,n more about campus facilities and activities.

SCSU's Scott Ergen set a new course
record in leading the Huskies to a North
Central Conference cross country cham•
pionship this f au in Brookings, SD. The
senior from St. Cloud has earned All•
American honors for outstanding running
1;>erformances throughout his college
career.

New graduate
program added
SCSU 's master of science degree
program in accounting , the only program of its kind in Minnesota, will
begin next fall.
Three levels of preparation will be
offered: a one-year program for
students with undergraduate degrees
in accounting, a two-year program for
persons with undergraduate business
degrees, and a three-year program for
graduates in non-business areas.
. Graduate assistantships will be
provided. For information, .contact
Dr. Charles Wagner, 206 Business
Building, St. Cloud State University,
St. Cloud, MN 56301. The phone
number is (612} 255-2033.

Charisse DeGeer, a student at Westwood Elementary School, St. Cloud, examines
micro-organisms in a biology laboratory during Children's Day Oct. 29 at SCSU. A
total of 235 children participated in the day's activities, featuring demonstrations and
mini-lectures by SCSU faculty members. Topics included computers, astronomy, avia•
tion, animals, fossils, plants, creative writing and foreign languages. The event was
co-sponsored by SCSU's ~ffice of Continuing Studies and School District 742,.
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Tennessee 'Willi,ams ·
Theatre professor -reca.11s contacts
with America's -foremost dramatist
We would all like to meet our heroes
face to face.
Perhaps a quiet cup of tea with
Mother Theresa, or an informal chat
with Pavarotti•.
But we don 't usually meet our
heroes. We don't write the letter,
make the telephone call, take the
chance. Because ... well, because
we don't actually have Betty Ford's
telephone number or Lech Walesa's
address. But, mostly, we know ttiat no real
hero wants to be bothered.
Those were the thoughts that
almost kept Dr. Ronald Perrier, now
an associate professor of theatre at
SCSU , from writing Tennessee
Williams--"America's foremost
dramatist " --in 1971. But write he did,
request ing help in locp.ting an
- obscure manuscript for his doctoral
research on Williams ' plays of the
1960s.
Perrier mailed the letter and
waited, with few expectations.

I am sorry you've had so inuch dif. ficulty in tracking me down. I
manage to follow a very rapid and
elaborate set of maneuvers, probably
with the hope that a moving target
is harder to shoot.
- T. Williams, Key West,
October 1971

Perrier could hardly bel.ieve his
good fortune. Williams not only
responded, he also wrote that he
was "agreeably surprised that any
scholar should .be interested" in his
writings since 1963, adding "I
though-t that I was the only interested party."
,
That first l.etter began a modest
pattern of correspondence,
highlighted by three weekend-long
personal meet-ings: New Orleans in
November 1971, Minneapolis in 1972,
and New York City in 1976. The New
Orleans visit also included a recorded interview of several hours in
which Williams discussed his work,
tb_e fate of American theatre, and his
reactions to Perrier's doctoral .dissertation, "A Study of the Dramatic
Works of Tennessee Williams from
1963 to 1971."
Perrier chose the 1960s primarily
because little research had been
done on Williams' writing during
that -period. It was, ·the playwright
freely admitted, a time of great turmoil and emotional pain.
,
I did continue to work all through
the Sixties despite an approaching
break-down and some of the stuff is
considerably better than my condition when I wrote it. Of course a
good deal of the material deals
directly or indirectly with the condi-

#

Dr. Ronald Perrier with some of his Tennessee Williams memorabilia.
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tion itself. Much of it has disappeared due to my wanderings but a
fair portion has appeared in print
and some ·was produced.

are "ground up" by a harsh world.
Williams himself was clearly one of
those sensitives, whose talents set
him apart from--and sometimes
earned him the animosity of--the
The sensitivity, moodiness and
mainstream. ·
vulnerability that were the source of
Yet the most startling revelation
Williams' genius also fueled a grow- for Perrier, upon meeting the
ing depression , triggered by the
playwright in person, was that
death of his closest friend.
Williams was not a gloomy cynic,
Tennessee Williams--winner of
but r.ather posses§>ed a delightful
three Pulitzer Prizes, four New York
wit. This man who had written of
Drama Critics' Circle Awards, and
suicide, cannibalism, infidelity,
two Rockefeller Fellowships--entered · madness and the darkest side of
a long, dark tunnel leading
human nature was " actually very,
downward.
very funny."
The. wit, the warmth, the wonderI know that in the Sixties I fell in- ful artistry with words were all apto this deep depression, and I didn 't· parent to Perrier in their initial
want to be too conscious. And I
meeting in 1971. Williams had been
kept myself under sedation most of one year ouJ of the hospital, and
the day, practically all of the day.
was on the threshold of a sort of
They tell me I was really freaked out. " comeback" engineered by his new
And then for my working period in
agent, Bill Barnes.
the morning, I would inject myself .
• The next decade produced a few
with something that was like a bolt
·plays, but nothing even approached
of lightning ... to get me to the
the worldwide acclaim ignited by
typewriter.
" Menagerie," " A Streetcar Named
-New Orleans, November 1971 Desire," "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" or
" Night of the Iguana, " a 1962 smash
considered his last real success .
The work of that period, in kindly
terms, might be described as "exIn 1975, Perrier joined the SCSU
perimental" or simply "off-beat."
Theatre Department, in which he
"The Milk Train Doesn't Stop Here
went on to serve as chairperson for
Anymore," "In the Bar of a Tokyo
six years. He directed several comHotel," "Slapstick Tragedy"--none
munity and university ·productions of
were well-received. But despite h.is
Williams' plays, and considered
personal agony, and rejection by
writing a book on Williams and his
critics and audiences, Williams' inworks, perhaps something biotense creative drive compelled him
graphical , perhaps analytical.
to continue putting words to paper.
F___rom time to time during their
ass·ociation, Williams had offered to
As my former agent, Miss Wood,
provide biographical information to
blithely remarked, it was remarkable
Perrier, even suggasting in 1978 that
that I was able. to write at all. But
he might allow Perrier access to his
writing was my life. It really is my
" secret journals. "
life. If I had to list the things that inBut their dialog was cut short. The
terest me in life, I would put: one,
1980s again signaled difficulties for
work; two, work; three, work; four,
Wi ll iams. Perrier heard rumors of
work ...
drug and alcohol problems and more
Perrier had first " met" Williams in depression. His two letters in the
perhaps the best way to encounter
summer of 1982 went unanswered .
any artist--through his medium . At
Williams ' end last February was
age 16 Perrier attended a pecforas bizarre as any playwright's immance of " The Glass Managerie" at
aginings: death was a medicine botHamline University. " Afterward, I
tle cap, lodged in the aging man's
was so moved I simply couldn 't
windpipe. Alone in his New York
speak," he recal ls. " From that time
hotel room , Williams choked to
forward, Williams occupied a great
death , his reactions and mind ,
deal of my life. "
perhaps, fogged by chem icals.
Perrier's continuing interest has
By strange coincidence, Perrier
been sustained by the playwright 's
had sensed · the impending death a
phenomenal ability to define the
few weeks before while conducting
human condition through characters • research at the University of Texas~
which are at once totally life-like,
Examining _the author's papers on
and yet larger than life, gifted with
deposit there, Perrier said he exdialog which is also great poetry.
perienced "intense feelings of turPerrier feels that Willams ' unmoil an·d depression. l felt as if I
happy childhood in the South--his
we.re looking at a body at a wake. "
mother was the town character, his
Though the man is .gone, Perrier's
sister on the road to schizophrenia-- interest in his writings has not
germinated a natural affinity for
diminished. He plans to continue his
society's outcasts: the fragile, the
research and publishing. His review
grotesque, the poetic sensitives who of estranged brother Dakin's "in-

Facts about blacks. Dr. Patricia Bell Scott, nationallyknown author and faculty member at Wellesley College's Center for Research on Women, will conduct
a residency Jan. 30-Feb. 3 at SCSU. Funded by a Bush
Grant, the residency will focus on "Changing Roles
of Women and Men: The Black Experience." Scott is
co-editor of All the Women are White, All the Blacks
are Men, But Some of.Us are Brave: Black Women's
Studies. Her SCSU visit will include mee·tings with
faculty members on integrat!ng materials on the black
experience into the curriculum, presentations to
classes, and public speeches. For a schedule, contact
the Women's Studies Office, (612) 255-4140.

Adio.s! Thirteen students will leave this month for
SCSU's new study center in Costa Rica. The fivemonth program at the University of Costa Rica in San
Jose will focus on Spanish language and Latin
American studies. Participants will live with local
families and take courses from Costa Rican professors. Resident director is Dr. George B. Erickson,
SCSU assi_stant professor of geography. SCSU also
sponsors overseas study programs in England, Den-.
mark, Germany, Spain, France and Japan. For information, contact the International Studies Office, (612)
255-4287.

A third work, co-authored by a
faculty member and a nontraditional student from Albany,
reveals th~ lives of Minnesota
pioneers through the structures .
they built·, such as log cab.ins,
barns and pole sh~lters. A Light
from the Hearth (North Star Press,
1983) by Dr. WiU.iam Morgan and
Marilyn Brinkman is based on
interviews with descendants of
pioneers. It features photographs
of the few remaining examples of
"vernacular architecture,"
buildings constructed by common
people withoot the help of
architects.
·Morgan is an associate professor of American studies and
Brinkman is majoring in American
studies and creative writing.

Major firms help
equip engineering
program at SCSU
.
Carroll Wahl, left, midwestern regional manager for Noritsu America Corporation,
helps Dr. Robert Ryan cut the ribbon on the firm's gift package of a high-speed
computerized photo pr?cessing labora_tory. Ryan is chairperson of SCSU's Depart•
ment of Technology and Industrial Engineering, w~ich is using the ne~ eq~ipment,
valued _at $85,000, to ~rep~re _stud~nts for ca!eers !n the photo processing industry.
SCSU 1s one of two institutions in the nation with _four-year degree programs in
photographic engineering technology.

Tennessee Williams, continued
timate biography," published only a
heartbeat afte Tennessee was in the
grave, has already~appeared in the
Minneapolis Star-Tribune books section , and another will appear in the
spring issue of the professional
quarterly, Theatre Jou.ma/.
Perrier also has developed a new
course which he is teaching at
SCSU this winter, titled "The Plays
and Films of Tennessee Williams ."
Perrier concludes that there is still
much to be discovered in Williams '
large volume of work--plays, short
stories, screenplays , poetry--work
which may have been a refuge in
life, but which also is a beautiful
memorial in death. " For what is a
pearl , except an oyster's attempt to
·cover over a grain of irritation? " he
asks.

Faculty members
author three books

What do racquetball , ethics and
log cabins have in common? They
are all subjects of books by SCSU
faculty members.
The Art and Science of Racquetball (Tichenor Publishing , 1983)
has sections on technique and
form, game strategy, preventing
injuries, and ways players can
evaluate their progress. The text
is enhanced by high-speed
photographs of pros in action.
The book is the work of three
people: Dr. Ray Collins, chairperson of SCSU 's Department of
Health , Physical Education and
Recreation; Mike Marshall, former
adjunct instructor at ·scsu; and.
Pat Hodges of Sinclair Commun_ity
College (Ohio).
Speaking of writers, I wrote
A Cognitive Approach to the
Truman [Capote] a sympathetic letter Ethics of Counseling Psychology
after reading of his last onstage
(University Press of America, 1982)
collapse and to my surprise received was authored by Dr. Jo,hn
a fond and touching reply from him.
Dienhart, assistant professoi:- of
He is at some sort of 'rest-ranch' in
philosophy. He sums up the conthe West.
tents thJs way: "The cognitive
Our country is very hard on its
approach says that the values set
serious writers.
forth by the therapist are not just
-final letter, Key West, blindly accepted by the client but
August 1978 are regarded as data to be tested."

Two high technology companies
have made substantial equipment
donations and cost reductions to
help SCSU's new electrical erigineering program, according to Dr. Bruce
Ellis director.
Intel Corporation provided a discount of $70,222 on the purchase of
a $ 172 OOO microprocessor developt •b t
dd
t d
men 1a ora ory an
ona e seyen
current model development stations
valued at $130,000. The stations are
used for computer hardware and

software development.
Intel also provided equipment
training sessions in Boston for Ellis
and two other SCSU professors.
Tektronix gave the university a
$36,640 discount on the purchase of
$221,490 in electronics laboratory
equipment, Ellis said.
Equipment is being installed in
the Engineering and Computing
Center, the former Campus Laboratory School building, which has
been remodeled.
~
Initial' funding for a bachelor's
degree program in electrical
engineering at SCSU was provided
by the 1983 Minnesota Legislature.
Third-year students are enrolled in
the program since St. Cloud already
had a two-year pre-engineering
sequence.
The program consists of a core
curriculum in mathematics, chemis~
try, physics, engineering and computer science and one of two tracks:
- electrical engin_eering (computer
hardware) or computer science (com-puter software).
Of the 192 total credits required
for graduation, 122 are in engineering and related courses and 70 are
in general education. Internships
also are planned.
The first class of engineers-prob?bly about 10--will be graduated
in 1985. When it is fully in operation,
the program is expected to produce
about 40 engineers a year.
For more information about the
program, call Ellis at (612) 255-3252.

Dr. Barry Schreiber, left, SCSU associate professor of criminal justice, describes his
"Stress Management System" for law enforcement officers in a television interview
conducted by Dr. Afthur Grachek, professor of speech communication. Schreiber has
prepared materials for teaching criminal justice personnel how to identify, manage
or prevent stress in their profession. The interview was aired as part of a new series
of public service programs on KXLI-TV, Channel 41, St. Cloud. Called "Perspectives,"
the series features half-hour shows at 8:30 a.m. on Saturdays. It is jointly produced
by SCSU, College of St. Benedict and St. John's University. (Behind the camera is
Richard Kemp, SCSU senior from Osakis majoring in mass communications.)
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Aiding animals. SCSU's annual Wildlife
Rehabilitation Symposium will be conducted from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. March 9-10
in Atwood· Center. Designed for conservation and natural resources professionals as well as all interested persons, the
program will focus on techniques for
capturing, treating and releasing injured
wildlife. Register by March 2. For fees and
other details, contact the Office of Continuing Studies, (612) 255-3081. Cosponsor is the Biological Sciences
Department.

SCSU open house
honors outstanding
teacher graduates
Tom Girtz, SCSU graduate who was
1982 Minnesota Teacher of the Year,
was honored at a College of Education open house Nov. ~7 in connection with American Education Week.
Also recognized were four other
SCSU alumni who were finalists for
1983 Minnesota Teacher of the _Year.
Girtz, who received a S.S. degree
at St. Cloud. in 1970, teaches at
Staples High School. SCSU graduates designated as "Honor Roll"
teachers tbi_s year were: Joanne
Clepper, '70, '78, St. Cloud., who
teaches learning djsabled students
at Holdingford Elementary School;
John Wallin, '64, Pequot Lakes, who
teaches mentally handicapped
students and driver's education at
Pequot Lakes School; John Lee, '62,
St. Cloud, who teaches at Clearview
Elementary Schoo~ and Donald
Lagoon, '70, Arden Hills, who
teaches at Bellaire Elementary
School, White .Bear Lake.
The Teacher of the Year program
is conducted annually by the Minnesota Education Association.
SCSU's recognition event was.
coordinated by Dr. Kenneth Ames,
dean of the College of Education.

Alumni board adds
two new members
Two new board members were
elected at an annual meeting of
the SCSU Alumni Association Oct.
8 in St. Cloud. They are Barbara
Globes Berquist, '.68, '81, an
elementary principal in the Anoka
public school system, and Ed
Johnson, '64, '68, '81, assistant
principal at St. Cloud Technical
High School. Both will serve threeyear terms.
A resident of Champlin, Berquist
is chairperson of the advisory
council for SCSU's Center forEducational Administration and
Leadership. She also co-chairs the
membership commi'ttee of the
Suburban Division, Minnesota
Elementary School Principals
Association. She is a member of
the Wes.t Metro Regional Advisory
Council for the Handicapped.
Johnson is president of School
District 742 Administrators
Association and the St. Cloud
·Junior Achievement Board. He
serves on the SCSU advisory
~ council that Berquist heads and is
a member of the Husky Hustlers.
Other alumni board members
are: Ron Klaphake, '67, South
Haven, president; Richard Lord,
'7 4, St. Cloud, president-elect;
8

Mary Ditlevson, '79, Minneapolis,
vice-president; Daphne Bodenner
Peterson, '46, Minneapolis,
secretary; Peter Holste, '73, Arden
Hills, treasurer; Lorraine Hornibrook Dahl, '56, '57, Minnetonka;
Dr. Alfred Grewe, Jr,, '49, '50, St.
Cloud; Thomas Gustafson, '74,
Minneapolis; Harold Jesh, '68,
Sauk Rapids; Roger Knauss, '73,
Rockville; Royce Nies, '71, Sartell;
John Schulzetenberg, '68, Annandale; and C.onstance Anderson
Swanson, '79, Minneapolis.
Members approved the board's
annual report. Copies are available
on request.
Graduates interested in serving
on the board or in one of the
organization's divisions should
contact the Alumni Office.

Facing the future. SCSU's three-part residency series titled
"Learning for Living: The Liberal Arts in a 'High Tech' World"
will continue with a campus visit by Richard Conner, vice president for human resource development and research at Control
Data Corporation. His residency, planned for Jan. 29-Feb. 1, will
include a free public presentation on "Education, Productivity
and Quality of Life" at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 30 in Atwood Ballroom.
Funded by a Bush Foundation grant to the State University
System, the series opened with Dr. Preston King Covey of
Ci;irnegie-Mellon University and concludes with a March 25-30
residency by Dr. Julie Ann Carson of the University of Minnesota's School of Management. For information, contact the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, (612) 255-2192.

the Oberammergau. Passion Play.
The tour group will visit Davos
(acclaimed as the most beautiful
vacation site in Switzerland),
Augsburg (a charming medieval
city in the Bavarian Alps) and
Zurich (Switzerland's sophisticated, cosmopolitan cultural
center).
The first option is for e_ight days
(July 1-8) at $999 plus 15 percent
tax and services, from Minneapolis. The second option is for 15
days (July 1-15) at the cost of the
first option plus $299 and 15 percent tax and services. This option
includes four nights at Innsbruck.
The third option includes Oberammergau and the Passion Play
and is available only with the
second option. It costs an additional $199 plus 15 percent tax and
services.
·
Included iri the package prices
are air fare, first-class hotel accommodations, luggage handling,
in-flight meals, inter-city transfers
by motor coach, welcome arrival
get-togethers, 'and more. Optional
meal plans also are available.
It's your opportunity to visit

Europe's vacation hearnand at low .
cost. For more information, write
to the SCSU Alumni Association or
call toll-free 1-800-262-0123.

We remembe·r .

Three former SCSU faculty members h~ve died in recent months.
The deceased are: Dr. Marjorie
Morse (History), St. Cloud; Dr.
Ruben Parson (Geography), Battle
Lake; ~nd Barbara Jean Brass
Gunderson, '75 (Special Education), St. Cloud.
The deaths of 35 SCSU alumni
also have been reported. The year
listed is the .graduation year.
1915 Ellen Larson Blackwell, San
Diego, CA
. 19 15 Alice J. Larson, Sauk Rapids
1917 David L. Ostergren, Spicer
1923 Daniel v. Murphy, Foley
1923 Maybelle Dudley Schwartz,
Santa Rosa, CA
The price is right for a tour of
1924, Verner J. Johnson
Switzerland and -Bavaria next July
1'939 Minneapolis
sponsored by your Alumni Associ1924 . Dr. L. Edmond Leipold,
ation. It features as an option the
Excelsior
350th anniversary performance of
1925 lngwal M. Ostreim, Pine River
1926 Carl C. Perry, Little 'Falls
1926 Hazel Hirt Person, Bemidji
1926 Elsie C. Peterson Rylander,
Grey Eagle
1927, Sture V. Westerberg
1939 Richmond, VA
1928 Ruth Gehm, St. Cloud
1929 Martha Nuninen, Zim
1931 Gisella Mayer JotJnson,
Cushing
1932 Helen Alyce Brobst Himsl,
California
1933 Emil Senzek, Kimball
1936 Fred Huls, St. Cloud
1936 Harry C. Schmid, Dent
1937 Mavis Talmadge Boerbon,
Duluth
1942 Maryann Schoeneberger
. Heaney, St. Paul
1950 Robert J. Backes, Sr.,
St. Cloud
1951 Marlys A. Heaton, St. Cloud
1951 Yvonne Lehn Rank,
Orange, CA
1952 Marion Andre Bonestroo,
Phoenix, AZ
1953 Mary Alice R. Chesness,
Grand Rapids
1954 Alice Myrtle Huntey Thelen,
<Dsakis
1955 William F. Robbin, Circle
Pines
.
1960 Mary Jean Horak,
Hampton, IA
1966 Maj. David G. Koshiol,
Bloomington
1968 Richard D. Nafstad, Mankato
1968 Einard R. Waisanen, Verndale
By popular vote and a judges' decision, this couple reigned as king and queen of 1977 David Terhaar, St. Cloud
SCSU's Homecoming Oct. 8. They are seniors Ellen Schneider, an English major from 1981 Jodie Ruth Kleeberger,
Farmington, and Joe Cleary, a sociology major from Arlington, Va. Their selection
Golden Valley
was based on achievements, activities and personality. Their reward? Royal treat- 1981 Thomas Weiler, Jr., Inver
ment at HomecominQ events.
Grove Heights

Alumni Association
offers Alpine tour

/

Reaching out. The SCSU Office of Continuing ~
Studies is offering three audio teleconferencing. courses in four locations this winter, as
well as extension courses in more than a
dozen Minnesota communities . Teleconference sites are in Anoka, Brainerd, Cambridge
and Hutchinson. Students may choose from
courses in behavioral medicine, advanced
athletic training , and human resource
development. Extension courses range from
" Computers in the Classroom" to "Women in
the Judea/Christian Tradition.'J Call (612)
255-3081 for a complete schedule.

Stress management. A workshop March "1-2 in Atwood
Center titled " Stress: Managing Your Silent Killer" will
teach law enforcement personnel how to identify and
cope with sources of stress. The program also will proNide information on dev.eloping a personalized 30-day
change plan (a.follow-up meeting will be held March
30 at SCSU). Workshop leader will be Dr. F. Barry
Schreiber, SCSU assistant professor of criminal
. justice studies and co-creator of "The Stress Management System," a multi-media series being distributed
nationally. POST continuing education units will be
available. Cost is $50. Contact the Office of Continuing Studies, (612) 255-3081.

gala farewell dinner.
Prints of a lithograph of the
There are three exciting ports of Alumni House created by William
cal_l: Ocho• Rios, Jamaica; George- Ellingson , SCSU professor of art,
town, Grand Cayman; and
are available at $60. Proceeds are
Cozumel, Mexico. Attractions
used for Alumni Association
include tropical waterfalls, white
scholarships.
coral beaches, snorkeling on reefs
Orders may be placed by mail or
and shopping in unique markets.
by phone~ (612) 255-4241. A
The package price of less than
postage and handling fee of $5 will
$1,000 includes just about everybe added if the order is not picked
thing: round-trip air fare from
up at the Alumni House. Checks
Minneapolis to Miami, transfers
should be made payable to the
from· the plane to the ship, the
SCSU Alumni Association.
cruise, and all meals. It's back to
Minneapolis March 11.
A toll-free call makes your
reservation. The number is
1-800-262-0123. Call between 7:30
a.m. and 8 p.m weekdays or-7:30
a.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays (CST).
Nearly 500 persons attended a
See you at dockside!
celebration of the tenth anniversary
of SCSU's Denmark Study .Program
Oct. 28 in St. Cloud.
Faculty members, students -and
alumni who have participated in the
program since it began in 1963
If you received a degree from
gathered at the St. Cloud Holiday
SCSU in 1934, your help is needed. Inn for a reception, Danish-style dinThe 50th anniversary year of your
ner, program and dance.
graduating class will be celebrated
Speakers included Dr. Robert
on the campus Friday, May 25, the Frost, former SCSU director of intersame day as spring commencement. national studies who started the proVolunteers are needed to help
gram, and visitors from Aalborg,
locate "lost" classmates and to
Denmark, the host city. As an explan special events. Perhaps you
pression of friendship, the Danes
would like to provide a memento
presented SCSU President Brendan
for those who attend.
J. McDonald with a rare artifact, an
In recent years, Golden Anniver- ancient stone ax from .Denmark.
sary classes have enjoyed a conThose in attendance donated $600
tinental breakfast at the Alumni
toward scholarships for Denmark
House, received special attention
program students.
at the commencement ceremony,
Dr. Donald Sikkink, acting director
and hosted a luncheon to which
of international studies, coordinated
emeriti faculty and all graduates
the event.
prior to 1934 were invited. There
also has been an afternoon tea.
Now's the time to indicate your
preferences and to offer your services. Write or call the Alumni
Services Office.
SCSU graduates may apply for personal and home-purchase loans
through a memberloan program endorsed by the Alumni Association.
A national corporation is providing
alumni with loan information under
an agreement with the board.
Your SCSU Alumni Association is
The limits are $5,000 for a
sponsoring a sale of collector's
personal loan and up to $50,000
items: limited edition four-color
for- a homeowners loan. A graduate
lithographs.
with a good credit rating probably
Only a few prints remain of an
will qualify for a personal loan on
edition of 115 lithographs entitled
"Long Furrow Farm" produced at
signature. There are no prepayment penalties. A cash rebate
SCSU by Gretchen Quie, wife of
former Minnesota Governor Al
is provided when a loan is paid in
Quie. Adapted from an oil painting full, if all payments wer,e made on
time.
o.f the Quie family farm in Rice
County, homesteaded in 1856 by ,
"The association incurs no
costs by participating in this proAl Quie's grandfather, the
lithograph is a colorful rendition of gram," explains Tom Macgillivray,
executive director. "All transaca rural Minnesota scene.
.
tions between the corporation and
Framed on linen museum mats
in cle·ar oak molding, each 22-by-30 the individual are confidential. "
For information, the toll-free
inch print is ready for hanging in
number is 1-800-245-4_486.
home or office. The price is $200.

Nearly 500 attend
Denmark program
.anniversary party ·

Planning begins
for 50th reunion

Jilleen Halverson, founder and director of the Downtown Women's Center in Los
Angeles, was at SCSU in October as the first presenter in a new Alumni in Residence
Program. Her visit included a presentation on her refuge for homeless and destitute
women and a workshop for human service professionals. A 1963 graduate, Halverson
received an SCSU Distinguished Alumni Award in 1980 in recognition of her work
to improve the plight of, female derelicts.

Volunteers needed
for alumni registry
Are you practicing medicine,
veterinary medicine, dentistry or
law? Have you retired from such a
practice? If so, the SCSU Alumni
Association would like to hear
from you.
"We are compiling a regi$try of
graduates who are or have been
involved in career fields for which
SCSU provides pre-professional
preparation but not degrees," explains Tom Macgi•llivray, executive
director.
"Often, the Alumni Association
gets requests from faculty members, student organizations and
community groups for speakers and
resource p~ople with experi_ence in
medicine, law and other professions. We need a larger number of
practitioners we can recommend. "
Active and retired professionals

who are willing to share their
experience and insights with
students are asked to write or call
the Alumni Association. Information needed includes name, home
and office addresses, phone
numbers, career field and areas of
interest or expertise.

Caribbean cruise
set for March 4-'l 1
Christmas shopping? How about
buying yourself a gift you 'll
remember for a lifetime?
Next March 4 you can board the
Mardi Gras at Miami for a weeklong Caribbean cruise sponsored
by your Alumni Association.
Breakfast in bed, 24-hour room .
service, eight (that's right, eight)
meals daily, and two nightclub
shows each evening. The schedule
also includes a captain's welcome
party, singles social mixer and

Graduates eligible
for loan program

Association sells
collector's items
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Informally yours. Informal courses sponsored by the Office of Continuirrg Studies
this winter include sessions on personal
financial planning, computers, career options, preventing public speaking anxiety,
skin and scuba diving, and pottery making. For a schedule of non-credit offerings, contact Continuing Studies at (612)
255-3081 .

/

World markets. Agriculture and international trade
will be the focus of SCSU's 22nd annual Economic
Education Winter Institute Feb. 17 in Atwood
Center. Key,.flote speaker will be Dr. G. Edward
Schuh, director of the National Bureau of EconomieResearch and the American Agricultural Economics
. Association . . His address at 9:10 a.m. is titled
"Integrating U.S. Agriculture into the World
Economy. " All sessions are open to the public
without charge. Reservations are requiren by Feb.
10 for an optional buffet lunch ($5). Contact SCSU's
Center for Economic Education, 110 Business
Building , (612) 255-2157.
..

Viking victory. Former Minnesota Viking
Carl Eller has donated a copy of his new
film "My Fifth Superbowl" to SCSU.
Keynote speaker at last spring's Health
Fest , Eller decided to return to the campus in May to film his presentation before
an audience of Husky athletes. " My Fifth
Superbowl, " which describes Eller's
recovery from alcohol and drug addiction ,
is being used by the Campus Drug Program's peer educators for presentations
to university groups.

1931-1959

Department chairperson
DR. ROBERT NORDLIE, '52, Grand Forks, ND, has
been named chairperson o·f the Biochemistry
Department at the University of North Dakota
School of Medicine. A native of Willmar, he holds
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from the University of North
Dakota, where he has been a professor since 1962.
His enzyme research at that institution has
generated nearly $2 million in support from the
National Institutes of Health, National Science
Foundation and other health agencies. Last year he
received a Distinguished Alumni Award from the
SCSU Alumni Association.
GLADYS HACKER PAYNE, '31 , '71,
Rochester, does some substitute
·- teaching and tutoring after retiring in
1975 ... LUELLA ERICKSON, '32, '55,
Alexandria, has published her life story
of teact,ing, entitled The Bell Rang ...
PAGE NICHOLSON, '37, and INEZ
STARBUCK NICHOLSON, '37, live in
Pensacola, FL.DR. ELLSWORTH
WOESTEHOFF, '42, and MARGARET
BENGTSON WOESTEHOFF, '43, are
ERICKSON
retired and living in Fairport, NY. He
taught for 32 years and she taught for 25 years ... DR.
CHARLES HELGE.SEN, '48, Kalamazoo, Ml , is a professor
of communication arts and sciehce at Western Illinois
University ... HENRY P. SCAIA, '49, New Hope, is an elementary school principal. .. ROSS E. JOHNSON , '50, and CONSTANCE L. SOINE JOHNSON, '50, live in Minneapolis. He
is curriculum director for the Spring Lake Park
Schools ... FREDERICK J. SOULE, '50, Mound, is a school
athletic director... CLAYTON M. HAGLIN, '50, is a high
school teacher in Brainerd ... THOMAS}.AUER, '51, Golden
·
'i Valley, teaches in New Hope .. :EUGENE
. G. MAMMENGA, '53, Maplewood, is a
lobbyist for the Minnesota Education
Association ... VERNON C. HUMBERT,
'53, Prior Lake, is personnel director
for the Bloomington School
System ... GERARD G. SCHWAGERL, '55,
is a science teacher in Brainerd ... A.
PAULINE LOFGREN, '55, '68, Bloomington, teaches in Edina ... LORRAINE
BALAS, '56, Alexandria, is a learning
MAMMENGA
disabilities teacher ... ARTHUR DAVID
ERICKSON, '56, Mound, is a school media generalist...
DONALD W. LARSON, '57, Minnetonka, is an elementary
teacher ... JOHN FROYD, '57, Alexandria, is news director
for KCMT/KNMT Television ... ALLEN W. HAYES,· '58, Minneapolis, teaches in Wayzata ...HOMER L. ANDERSON , '58,
and MARUS ANDERSON, '61, live in· Minneapolis, where
he teaches social studies and she is a speech clinician .. .
ROBERT B. NEUMANN, '58, Maple Plain, teaches in Long
Lake ... VALBORG N. MOLIN, '59, Long Lake, is a fourth
grade teacher in St. Louis Park ... THOMAS H.
CHRISTENSEN, '59, is a teacher in Waterville ... VIRGINIA
LOHER JABLONSKI, '59, Cottage Grove, is a special
education teacher in West St. Paul.

1960-1969

Pentagon appointment

SWENNES

DAVID 0. SWENNES, '61, Arling- .
ton, VA, has been promoted to the
rank of colonel in the Air F,orce
and appointed Secretary to the
Joint Chiefs of Staff at the Pentagon, Washington, DC. Swennes
has r~ceived numerous military ,
decorations, including the Defense
Meritorius Service Medal and the
Air Force Commendation Medal
with three oak leaf clusters.

LOIS K. WENDT, '60, Plymouth, is a first grade teacher
in Robbinsdale ... KENNETH M. THOMTON, '61, Burnsville,
is a teacher and coach in Lakeville ... WAYNE SWEDAL, '61 .
and DIANE GEISER SWEDAL, '63, live in Anoka. He
teaches in Osseo ... JAMES DAVID CASHMAN , '61 , Maple
Grove, is employed by the U.S. Treasury Department...MAYMIE E. ECKER, '61, Kimball , teaches at Earle
Brown School in Brooklyn Center ... JOHN N. LEE , '62, St.
Cloud, was selected as an Honor Roll Teacher in the 1983
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Teacher of the Year program sponsored by the Minnesota
Education Association ... DR. MARIE KROLZEK ASNER , '62,
'66, Shawnee, KS, was a winner in the poetry division of a
1983 Kansas -State Authors Contest. She will be listed in
the 1984 edition of International Who's Who in
Music ... WAYNE V. FLEISCHER, '62, is a teacher in Alexandria .. .SUSAN LEIGHTON ETIENNE, '62, Albert Lea, is a
learning disabilities teacher in Glenville ... HOWARD R.
ANDERSON, '62, Dassel, teaches in Hopkins .. .PHYLLIS
LACROIX, '63, '73, St. Cloud , is a member of a state advisory committee on technology in education ... KENNETH
HUBERT GERDING, '63, Waconia, is a business education
teacher ... JOHN ROBERT HALLETT, '63, Eden Prairie, is
principal at Forest Hills Elementary School. .. JOHN E.
WALLIN , '64, Pequot Lakes, was selected as an Honor Roll
Teacher in the 1983 Teacher of the Year program sponsored by the Minnesota Education Association ... WILLIAM
DENNIS HILL, '64, is an industrial arts teacher in Red
Wing ... PATRICIA TRETTEL SOWADA, '64, Minneapolis, is a
second grade teacher at Highland Elementary School. ..
JOHN H. HANSEN, '64, is a speech therapist in Hudson,
WI. .. DR. ROGER A. LOHMANN , '64, and DR. NANCY L.
PEW LOHMANN, '65, live in Morgantown, WV, where he is
a professor of social work and she is dean of the School
of Social Work at West Virginia University ... ROBERT
RIGGS, '64, Hopkins, is an assistant vice president at
Norwest Business Credit, lnc ...JUDITH ANN SCHULTZ
JOHNSON, '65, Hoffman, is a medical technician instructor at Alexandria Area Vocational-Technical Institute ...
RICHARD SOUTHARD, '65, is a teacher in Anoka ...
BEVERLY RYAN, '65, is a first grade teacher in Minneapolis ... THOMAS BALENSltFER, '65, Anchorage, AK, is
a district Boy Scout executive for the Western Alaska
Council. ..RICHARD G. PAULSON, '66, is a high school
teacher in Freeborn ... DENISE BRUSSEAU, '66, Anoka, is a
media generalist for Osseo Junior High School. .. GARY
HUTCHENS, '67, Edina, is a teacher...FRANCES'E.
ENGSTROM, '68, Plymouth, is an ·English and social
studies teacher in the Orono schools ... TOM STEIN , '68,
'70, Sartell, is coordinator of institutional studies at
SCSU .. .DARL YNE E. BRUNSVOLD, '68, is a teacher in
Waconia... JERRY L. KAISER, '68, and LOUISE A. UPHOFF
KAISER, '68, live in Zumbrota. He is a science teacher in
Pine lsland ... BONITA FIERST, '68, Maple Grove, is a
teacher in Osseo ... PATRICIA CAROLE STROM SMITH , '69,
Sauk Rapids, is an elementary teacher in Foley ... CHARLES
J. ERDMANN, '69, and ANN SHIPPE ERDMANN, '71, live
in St. Cloud, where he is employed by Bankers Systems
and she is a homemaker. They have three children ...
DARREL MIEDTKE, '69, Champlin , is a buisness education
teacher in Osseo.

1976-1980

Magazine editor.

1970-1975

Sales training director
BETSY SWIDERSKI, '74, Minneapolis, is director of sales training for Dain Bosworth, Inc . She
joined the investment firm two
years ago after living in
Washington, DC, where she was
employed by another company and
managed her own busine~s.
RONALD J. SCHUSTER, '70, is
superintendent of Claremont Public
Schools ... JOANNE M. CLEPPER , '70,
'78, St. Cloud, was selected as an Honor Roll Teacher in
the 1983 Teacher of the Year program sponsored by the
Minnesota Education Association ... JOSEPH R. LANDO . "70.
Maple Grove , is a media specialist at Osseo Senior High
School. .. LARRY T. JOHNSON. '70, Coon Rapids , teaches in
SWIDERSKI

Osseo ... DONALD M. LAGOON, '70, Arden Hills, was
selected as an Honor Roll Teacher in the 1983 Teacher of
the Year program sponsored by the Minnesota Education
Association ... SHARI PRETZER, '70, St : Cloud, is secretary
of the Minnesota Educational Media Organization ... PAUL
SCHIERENBECK, '71, Robbinsdale , is director of bands at
Osseo Senior High School. .. ARVID WEFLEN, '71, Colleg_e,
AK, is an instructor at the University of Alaska ...CLIFFORD
KORKOWSKI , '71, is assistant director of Alexandria ·Area
Vocational-Technical lnstitute ... MARLE KESSLER , '71, San
Francisco , CA , is a member of the comedy quintet Duck 's
Br-eath , which has been featured on National Public
Radio .. .CRAIG WILKINS, '71, Minneapolis, is an information 0fficer for the Minnesota Department of Transportation, St. Paul. .. JOHN N. RADMER, '71 , teaches at Red
Wing Area Vocational-Technical lnstitute ... LESLIE R.
GREEN , '72, St. Cloud , is executive officer, adult release ,
Minnesota Department of Corrections ,
St. Paul. .. CAROL FRISSELL, '72, Minneapolis, teaches in Chaska ... JOHN E.
FREDERICKSEN , '72, is superintendent
of schools in Barrett...BOB LAUER, '72,
West St. Paul , is human resources
development manager for MSI lnsurance .. .JEFFREY A. NORTHBURG ,
'73, is a fifth graqe ' teacher in
Aitkin ... JUDITH L. FREEBERG CON GER, '73, teaches in Coon
LAUER
Rapids ... ROSE BLACK EDINGTON, '73,
is a fifth grade teacher and reading director at Sacred
Heart School in Sauk Rapids ... PAMELA A. PETERSON
KNUTSON , '73, is a teacher in Brainerd. ..GLADYS M.
SCHIRMERS, '73, Minneapolis, is a fift-h g~ade teacher in
.
Bloomjngton ... FRANK P. MAYERS , '73,
St. Paul, was chosen District 6
Toastmaster of the Year in 1982 .. .
MARY E. BAKEBERG , '74, is an
elementary teacher in Pine Island ...
RONALD R. WEDIN, '74, Minnetonka,
teaches in Hopkins ... RONNY L.
SCHLUETER, '74, Brooklyn Park, is a
teacher in the Osseo school district ...
CATHY HAWES WENTWORTH , '75,
Spring, TX, is an English
·MAYERS
teacher... NANCY RADER BURROW, '75,
Oskaloosa, IA, has a daughter, Rachel Ann, born July 20,
1983 ... CHARLES R. LARSEN , '76, Brooklyn Park, is a sixth
grade teacher in Osseo.

r;

KAREN KNEPPER, '80, Chisago
City, is editor of Commercial West,
a weekly journal of banking and
finance . She is the first woman to
edit the magazine, which has been
published continuously since 1901.

GLORIA L. GAYLORD, '76, Toledo,
OH , is a member of the Public Utilities
Commission ... LINDA ARONSON , '76, is
a graduate student at Mankato State
KNEPPER
University ... KENNETH L. VOLD , '76, is
a teacher in Anoka ... RICHARD D. HOLEN, '76, Portales ,
NM , is an assistant professor in the Theatre Department at
Eastern New Mexico University ... HENRY F. MANTHEI , '76,
New Hope , is a certified public accountant...SHIRLEY
NELSON KILGER , '76 , Portola Valley , CA, supervises a
group home for adolescents in crisis in Redwood City ...
PAMELA DEDRICK , '76, Burnsv ille, is doing freelance
writing ; editing and directing ... ROBERT GRASSLIN , '77, is

Political theme. SCSU's sixth annual
Women's Day, set for Jan. 26 in Atwood
Center, will focus on " Women in Politics"
-- the political process , preparing for
caucuses, fundraising and publicity .
Women active in both major political parties will be featured. Co!sponsors are
SCSU's Women 's Studies Program , Alumni Services and School of Graduate and
Continuing Studies. For a brochure, call
(612) 255-3081 .

Commendable chapter. SCSU's student
chapter of the American Chemical Society has received special recognition from
the national organization. The chapter
was awarded a commendable rating fG>r
superior performance in activities and
programs during 1982-83 when Dr. James
McMullen , professor of chemistry, was
faculty adviser.
·

Help is on the way. SCSU will sponsor seminars on
eating disorders in five central Minnesota communities during January. The programs will focus on
causes, symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of anorexia (the "starving sickness " ) and bulimia (the "bingeand-purge" syndrome). Sessions are scheduled for 7
to 10 p.m. at: SCSU's Atwood Center, Jan. 16; the
senior high schools ih Mora, Jan. 19, Alexandria, Jan.
23, and Willmar, Jan . 26; and Brainerd Community
College, Jan . 30. 'Preregistration by mail is required
seven. days in advance . Cost is $15 per person , or $25
for two family members. Contact the Continuing
Studies Office, (612) 255-3081 _.

Audubon, has been admitted to the Medical School at
1982-1983
University of Minnesota-Duluth.,.ANN L. CHILDS, '80, St.
Cloud, is a teller at First American National Bank ... DOUG
THARP, '80, and TONI FINK THARP, '80, live in South
BEVERLY TRENDA, '82, St. Louis Park, is a comBend, IN, where he is a manager for Fox Photo ... ROSE M.
munity relations specialist for Investors Diversified
BLOCK, '80, Minneapolis, is office manager for EMG
Services, Minneapolis. She helps coordinate the
Sunway Solar of St. Paul, lnc ... SHARON ARNDTS HOBBS,
corporate contributions program, evaluates com'80, St. Cloud, has received a law degree from the University of Minnesota...MARGARET HAUCK, '80, St. Cloud, is ·. munity requests for corporate assistance and
implements community involvement programs.
employed in the production department of Storer Cable
Communications ... JIM TILLEMANS, '80, North Mankato, is
.JULIETTE SEBASKY, '82, St. Cloud ,
employed by Searle Pharmaceuticals, lnc ... MICKEY TISH,
is program director for Storer Cable
'80, Richmond, VA, is a c9llege sales specialist for
Television ... JOE HAMERNICK, '82, St.
Jostens, Inc.
Paul , is a pilot for American Central
Airlines ... JOYCE M. BOULEY, '82,
1981
Faribault, Js a religious education coordinator for the deaf ... ROBB BRUCE
FORT, '82, Laurel, MD, is an acquisiJIM LIND is head football coach at
tion specialist for the U.S. Department
University of Minnesota-Morris, a
of Defense ... BRUCE A. OLMSCHEID,
member of the Northern Inter'82, Waite Park, has been admitted to collegiate Conference. Before
HAMERNICK
the Medical School at the University of
receiving a master's degree in
Minnesota-Minneapolis ... GAIL IVERS, '82, is publications
1981 at SCSU, he earned a
coordinator at St. Cloud Hospital. .. ROBERT HELD, '82,
bachelor's degree in 1973 at
Anoka, is a high school English teacher in St. Francis ...
Bemidji State University, coached
MELVIN TODY, '82, St. Cloud, is assistant treasurer at the
)
Catholic Credit Union ... JERILYN JEAN LASLEY, '82, St.
high school football at Underwood. Cloud , is a rehabilitation nurse consultanHor Fireman's
and was an assistant coach at St.
Fund Insurance Company ... DAWN KETTER CLINTON, '82,
.
LIND
John's University. He also has
St. Cloud, is employed at Norby'•s ... CHERI SOBIECH MOTbeen an assistant football coach at Brigham Young
SKO, '82, St. Cloud, is a medical technologist at Internal
University, where he has done additional graduate
Medicine Associates ... STEPHEN LINDBERG, '82, and
work.
HOPE LUDEMAN LINDBERG, '78, live in Pequot Lakes. He
·
)
is employed in ht1man services at Brainerd State Hospital
SAM DARYANi, St. Cloud, recently sola $4 million of
and she is a teacher... BECKY ANDERSON, '82, is teaching
real estate in a commercial transaction for Cy Kuefler
in a special education work-study experience program in
Realtors, ·1nc. He is involved in both residential and coinGrand Junction, CO ...BRAD WILLIAMS, '83, Edina, is an inmercial sales for the company ... JOAN M. WELCH, Camternal auditor for Cargill, lnc ... GWEN RUFF, '83, is an
bridge, MA, is an administrative assistant for the Latin
education writer for the St. Cloud Daily Times ... LORI ANN
American Scholarship Program of American Universities,
FRATZKE, '83, St. Louis Park, is a secretary/receptionist
affiliated with Harvard University ... JOHN A. BLOOM, .
for Equitable Life Insurance Company ... JEANMARIE COOK,
Richfield, is an auditor in the finance division of Blue
'83, is a graduate student at Southern Illinois UniversityCross and Blue Shield of Minnesota... THOMAS RICHARD
Carbondale ... LAURIE A. MAYER, '83, is a special education
MILLER, Rochester, is guest relations manager for Kahler
teacher in Detroit Lakes ... KEVIN e. HUBBARD, '83, and
Hotel ... BRENDA LOUISE BREZINKA, Alnwick Castle,
LYNN M. LUNDGREN HUBBARD, '83, live in Willmar;
England, is assistant director of SCSU's British Studies
where he manages Midwest Vision Center... LARRY
Program for 1983-84 ... JEAN LENZMEIER HALLBERG is a
NEUMANN, '83, Racine, Wl, _TIM CLARK, '83, Elk River, and
homemaker in Kandiyohi ... JANET M. HEGER, Northfield, is DAVID MUMM, '83, Cold Spring, have been admitted to the
a special education teacher at Cannon Falls· High
School of Denti.s try at the University of Minnesota·
..- School ... JEFFREY S., HENN is a loan officer at Lake City
Minneapolis ... JUNE LAVALLEUR-RANDALL, '83, Osakis,
State Bank ... RUTH ANN FINK LEONI is a teacher at
ADRIAN SANDERS, '83, Little Falls, and THOMAS
Northorrie ... ROBERT L. STOLL and LORIESE A. JUREK
KRAEMER, ~3, St. Cloud, have been admitted to the ·
STOLL live in Grand Forks, ND. He is a teaching assistant · Medical School at the University of Minnesotaand she is a human service program administrator at the
Minneapolis ... DEBORAH YOUNGBERG, '83, Kerkhoven, has
Your former classmates would like to read about you University of North Dakota... SCOTT ZENNER, Torrance,
been admitted to the Medical School at the University of
in the Classnotes section of the next Outlook. This CA, is a quality assurance engineer at AiResearch
Minnesota-Duluth ... JEFFREY ERAGER, '83, Crystal, is a
property insurance underwriter for Aetna Ca~ualty & Surety
coupon makes it easy. Good quality close-up black- Manufacturing Company ... STEPHEN A. CONDON teaches
mathematics and coaches football at Lakefield ... STEVE
.company ... KENT DUNHAM, '83, Tempe, AZ, is a service
and-white photos also are requested.
ROSE, Dallas, TX, is a technical writer for Texas lnstrutechnician for Durst North America, lnc ... PATRICK
ments ... SUSAN MAKOVEC, St. Cloud, is a bridal consulDUNHAM, '83, and SHARON SCHREINER DUNHAM, '80,
My News
tant and assistant buyer for Fandel Company ..,PETER C.
are married and living in Brooklyn Park. He is employed by
McLANE, Bellevue, WA, is Northwest territory manager for World Wide Pictures, Inc., and she is employed at
Sherwood Medical Argyle Division ... DAVID L. OLSON,
Maranatha Baptist Nursing Home ... MARY A. TALBERG, '83t
Austin, is an assistant planner in the planning department Rice, Is doing secretarial and public relations work for the
for Austin-Mower County ... BARBARA K. POLZIN, Sauk
Hepola Company.
Rapids, is a supervisor at Pizza Hut, St. Cloud ... THOMAS
Name
Class
TOSNEY, St. Paul, is an account examiner for Collateral
(If applicable, please include maiden name)
Control Corporation ... WILLIAM T. KING and MARY
Phone
)
SCHMIDi KING live in Mapleton, where he is city
administrator and she is free-lancing in graphics ...
Social Security Number
. DARLENE SWANSON, Richmond, played the role of Latona
- - - - - - - - - - ·in the musical "Minnesota!" which was produced last
Address
spring at SCSU ... COLLEEN K. HAMMER, New Richmond,
Admissions Office ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255-2243·
WI, is a day services director... MARK D. LINGL and DEBRA
Adult Fitness Program .................. 255-3105
BEHRENS LINGL live in Great Bend, KS, where he is
assistant manager at K-Mart and she is a secretary at First Alumni Office .................. : ...... 255-4241
Atwood Center ........................ 255-3701
National Bank ... KATHY FORD, Plymouth , is a technical
Name of Employer--------=------- writer for National Computer Systems. She also sing's with Continuing Studies ..................... 255-3081
Counseling Center ..................... 255-3171
the Bach Society Chorus in Minneapolis ...MELISSA J.
My Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ROEPSTORFF, Minneapolis, is an assistant sales manager
Development Office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 255-3177
at Dayton's ... JOANNE VUKELICH BELGUM , Brainerd, is a
Financial Aids Office . . ............ . .... 255-2047
Employer's Address ~-- - - - - - - - - - pre-school and, special education teacher in Aitkin ... RICK
Graduate Office ....................... 255-2113
GROETSCH, Albany, is in his second year of study at
I
•
Information Services . . .............. . .. 255-3151
Pacific University College of Optometry in Oregon ...
Learning Resources .................... 255-2084
CLIFTON E. PETERSON, Osakis, is a science teacher ...
Employer's Phone (
Placement Office ......... • ...... .. .... 255-2151
JANELLE FUCHS MEYER, Sauk Centre, is employed in
President's Office ...................... 255-2122
career services at the College of St. Benedict, St . Joseph .
Mail the coupon to Alumni Services, St. Cloud She recently married Thomas Meyer... JAMES POEPPING,
Recreational Facilities ........ ..... ..... 255-3325
St~te University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Phone: (612) Owatonna, is an underwriter for Federated Insurance Com- Sports· Information ........ .. .. . ........ 255-2141
255-4241.
pany. He recently married Mary Borget .
Theatre Ticket Office .............•..... 255-2455

an admin istrative assistant for the City
of St. Cloud ... BABATUNDE FAMODU ,
'77, Bloomington , is owner and president of F & E. Enterprises, Inc ...
WILLIAM J. NEWELL, '77, Rochester,
NY, has received an Excellence io
Teachin-g Award from the National
Institute 'for the Deaf at Rochester
"
Institute of Technology .. .GREGG
FRAYSETH, '78, and SANDY '
JOHNSON FRAYSETH, '78, live jn
Owatonna, where he is employed at
Wenger Corporation ... Three 1978 graduates received doctor
of medicine degrees last June at the University of Minnesota Medical School. They are KATHRYN E. FARNIOK,
KARLA R. GRENZ and ANNETTE D. MIES ... ALLEN
ZETTERLUND, '78, and JUDITH HENNING ZETTERLUND,
'78, live in St. Paul, where she is employed by General
Reinsurance Corporation ... VIC ELLISON, '78, former
opinion-page editor of the Mankato Free Press, is media
staf1 director for the Independent Republican Caucus, Mfnnesota House of Rep~sentatives ... PAUL HACKENMUELLER, '78, Elk River, is a salesman ... DAVID QUADE,
'79, East Bethel, is a chemist at H.B. Fuller Company ...
NANCY CORNELIA FORLAN CHASE, '79, Princeton, is an
industrial arts teacher in Brooklyn' Park ... DANIEL ROBINSON, '79, Monticello, has been admitted to the Medical
School at University of Minnesota-Duluth ... JEANNE
FORSMARK, '79, is an assistant vocational teacher at a
rehabilitation facility in Hibbing ... DENNIS D. CHRZAN, '79,
South Bend, IN, announces the birth of a daughter, Sara
Lynn , who arrived May 22, 1983 ... BONNIE J. KREATZ, '79,
Delano, is a physical education teacher at Wayzata West
Junior High School. .. Four 1979 graduates received doctor
of medicine degrees last June at the University of
Minnesota Medical Schoo.I, Minneapolis. They are
MATTHEW J. GERVAIS, RONALD D. HANSON, BRADLEY
T. HEPPNER and DAVID E'. PATTON ... GALEN J.
JOHNSON, '80, Minneapolis, has received a Civil Servant
of the Year Award from the Air Force Reserve ... JANE
KITCHAR, Sauk Rapids, '80, is a virologist at North Central
Laboratories in St. Cloud. She was featured in an article in
the St. Cloud Daily Times ... CRAIG A. ROBBINS, '80, and
LISA HELM ROBBINS, '80, live in Rochester, where he is a
programmer at IBM Corpo'ration and she is a teacher at
Preston-Fountain Public Schools ... MATTHEW L. RUSERT, •
'80, Lincoln, NE, is a ministerial intern at Christ Lutheran
Church ...CAROL KIPPLEY WELLS, '80, i::\ a third grade
teacher in Rochester ... PAUL HENDRICKSON , '80,

Community relations specialist

i

..

Football coach

Watchabeendoi n?

Campus phon~ numbers
(612 area code)
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~SS CORRECTIQ REQ ESTED

Reaching for victories in tne North Central ·
Conference this season are the tri-captains
of the SCSU Husky basketball squad. From
left: Kevirr Haire, senior from St. Cloud;
Mark Scheveck, senior from Howard Lake;
Coach Sam Skarich; and Gary Madison,
junior from Duluth. Conference play begins
Jan. 7 at Mankato State University after six
non-conference contests and a holiday
tournament Dec. 28-30 in Sioux Falls, SD.
The Huskies will host the University -of
North Dakota in their first home conference game Jan. 13 at Halenbeck Hall.
For ticket information, ·call (612) 255-2141.
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